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Figure : BNP Paribas Building in Geneva1



















No Good Deed Goes Unpunished
Diesel Bus
• Direct CO2 Emissions
• Initial Cost - 5.5 MUSD
• Annual Cost - 8.8 MUSD
• Noise Pollution
Trolley Bus
• No Direct CO2 Emissions
• Initial Cost - 25 MUSD
• Annual Cost - 9.8 MUSD
• Overhead Wires
Tosa Bus
• No Direct CO2 Emissions
• Initial Cost - 25 MUSD
• Annual Cost - 9.6 MUSD
Tram
   •   No Direct CO2 Emissions
• Initial Cost - ? MUSD
• Annual Cost - ? MUSD
• Overhead Wires + Rail












• all buses fully charged overnight at depot(s)
• after visiting a terminal, bus will be fully recharged (cycles are
identical)
• the energy storage has to be able to recharge between 2
consecutive buses
• every bus has to have enough energy to go back to depot at
any point of its route
• the battery is never replenished (can’t go below certain
threshold, e.g. 60%)










1 if station i has ES,
0 otherwise.
• pConverteri – the converter power
(kW)
• pESi – the ES charger power (kW)
• ri – the ES capacity (kWh)
Primary Decisions II
• buses are homogenous (for easier maintenance)
• rBattery – the battery size on the bus (kWh)
• pOBC – the power of on-board-charger (kW)
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Secondary Decisions
• yi – the amount of energy of a bus,
when it leaves station i (kWh)
• qi – the amount of energy, that is
drawn by a bus at station i (kWh)
• w – the total amount of energy,
that is drawn from the grid (kWh)
• u – the amount of energy, that is
drawn from the grid and exceeds
the peak threshold (kWh)
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Objective
min : N · (AOBC + V )
bP/Qv c∑
i=0
(1 + R)−iQv +
N · ABattery rBattery
bP/Qbc∑
i=0
(1 + R)−iQb +
N(AConverter pConverter0 + F0) +∑
i∈I
[(AESC + Ci )pESCi + (A








(1 + R/12)−i +





s.t. x0 = 1, x1 = 1, xk∗ = 1, xK+1 = 1 (1)
z0 = 0, z1 = 0, zk∗ = 0, zK+1 = 0 (2)
xi ≥ zi , ∀i ∈ IΩ (3)
pOBC ≥ pConverteri , ∀i ∈ IΩ (4)
Mxi ≥ qi , ∀i ∈ IΩ (5)
q0 ≤ rBattery (6)
qi ≤ rBattery − [yi−1 − E · Di−1,i , ∀i ∈ IΩ − {0} (7)
qi ≤ pOBCTi , ∀i ∈ IΩ (8)
qi ≤ ri + M(2− xi − zi ), ∀i ∈ IΩ (9)
qi ≤ pConverteri Ti + Mzi , ∀i ∈ IΩ (10)
q0 = y0 (11)
yi ≤ rBattery , ∀i ∈ IΩ (12)
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Constraints II
yi = yi−1 + qi − E · Di−1,i , ∀i ∈ IΩ − {0} (13)
yi ≥ E · Di,i+1, ∀i ∈ IΩ − {K + 1} (14)
yi ≥ Ed · Di,0, i ∈ IΩ − {0} (15)
y1 = rBattery , yk∗ = r
Battery
, yK+1 = r
Battery (16)
rBattery − E · D0,1 ≥ St · rBattery (17)
yk∗−1 − E · Dk∗−1,k∗ ≥ St · rBattery (18)
yK − E · DK,K+1 ≥ St · rBattery (19)
rBattery − Ed · D1,0 ≥ Sd · rBattery (20)













u ≥ w − B (24)
LESC zi ≤ pESCi ≤ UESC zi , ∀i ∈ IΩ (25)
LConverterTF (xi − zi ) ≤ pConverteri ≤ UConverterTF (xi − zi ), ∀i ∈ IΩ − {0} (26)
LConverterD ≤ pConverter0 ≤ UConverterD (27)
LES zi ≤ ri ≤ UES zi , ∀i ∈ IΩ (28)
LBattery ≤ rBattery ≤ UBattery (29)
pOBC ≤ UOBC (30)












Battery Size -- 68.6 kWh
On-board-power -- 200 kW
9 x FFS 
• 5 with ES
• power - 200 or 115 kW
ES
• power - 50 kW
• capacity - 1 or 1.2 kWh
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• Expected cost vs. reality +2M CHF (+ 20 years)
• Multiple solutions (degrees of freedom for decision makers)
• FFS only in the first part of the route (the energy
consumption in the first part is +14 kWh, the dwelling time at










• Warnings (some power settings are not possible)
• Network level (preprocessed conflicts)
• Robustness
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Thank you for your attention.
